Introduction
Indication dilution measurements are invasive in nature, which involve central catheterization of the patient [1] . After the injection of an indicator bolus, the indicator concentration is measured at a specific region of the circulatory system over a period of time to generate a time series, referred to as indicator dilution curve (IDC) [2] . The measured IDC is then analyzed for assessment of several cardiovascular parameters. Such parameters include cardiac output (CO), ventricular ejection fraction (EF) [3] and pulmonary blood volume (PBV), which are valuable indicators of cardiac preload.
The injection of an ultrasound contrast agent (UCA) bolus allows an IDC echographic measurement, resulting in a minimally invasive technique [4, 5] . UCAs are micro-bubbles (of diameter from 1 to 10 m) encapsulated in a shell of biocompatible material. When subjected to an ultrasonic beam, UCAs oscillate and backscatter a large part of the acoustic energy [6, 7] . As a result, UCAs are easily detected by an ultrasound transducer. Their passage in a specific region-of-interest (ROI) over time can be detected by B-mode ultrasound imaging to derive an UCA IDC. Several IDCs can be measured in different ROIs and directly interpolated and interpreted by specific models for a minimally invasive quantification of PBV and CO [8, 9] . An UCA bolus is injected into a peripheral (arm) vein and its movement through the cardiac chamber is tracked by a transthoracic ultrasound transducer. This will measure the acoustic intensity backscattered by the diluted UCA. A four-chamber view allows one to measure an IDC from each cardiac chamber. Fig. 1 shows an example of four-chamber view with three ROIs overlapped on the right ventricle (RV), left atrium (LA), and left ventricle (LV), respectively. In fact, estimation of EF and PBV requires identification of the dilution system between two sites of the circulatory system: LA and LV for EF, RV and LA for PBV [9, 10] .
To identify the dilution system using the measured acoustic intensity, a linear relationship between UCA concentration and detected acoustic intensity is necessary. It is shown in [9, 11] that at low UCA concentration and low mechanical index (MI) of the ultrasound scanner, the relationship between UCA concentration and the detected acoustic intensity is linear. The use of specific contrast detection modes [12] , such as power modulation, allows reducing UCA concentrations while increasing the image signal-tonoise ratio (SNR). Yet the SNR in IDC measurements is corrupted by several noise sources, comprising bad UCA mixing as well as measurement artifacts due to pressure variations and blood acceleration in the cardiac chambers [9] . For IDC data acquisition, the adopted ultrasound imaging mode was power modulation at 1.9 MHz with low mechanical index (MI = 0.1). The MI determines the mechanical interaction between ultrasound waves and UCA; therefore, a low MI helps in limiting the bubble disruption [13, 14] .
In this paper, the dilution systems are assumed to be linear and, therefore, the impulse response is sufficient to represent the entire dilution system. The estimated impulse response of the dilution system between the two detection sites can then be interpolated by specific models for the assessment of PBV and EF [10, 15] . Once the IDCs are measured using the ultrasound scanner, linear dilution system can be identified through deconvolution techniques. In discrete domain, convolution can be viewed as a system of linear equations, y = Ah, where y, A and h are the output signal, circulant convolution matrix (composed of the input signal) and the dilution system impulse response, respectively. Then the estimation of the impulse response, h, is an inverse problem, whose least square error (LSE) solution isĥ = (A T A) −1 A T y. Although this approach is straight forward, the matrix A T A will be nearly singular due to low SNR of the measured IDCs, and hence its inversion will be difficult. Singular value decomposition (SVD) can be used to find approximate inverse of A T A, but this will result in poor estimates of EF and PBV. An adaptive Wiener deconvolution filter is adopted to estimate the impulse response of the dilution system [10, 15] . However, the Wiener deconvolution filter requires model interpolation of the estimated impulse response to calculate EF and PBV. This increases the variance of the estimated EF and PBV. Also at low SNR, Wiener filter acts as a low-pass filter [16] . As a result, the model interpolation of the impulse response is inaccurate. Besides, the model interpolation will be inaccurate when the frequency component of the input IDC is lower than those representing the transfer function of the dilution system. Since the estimation of EF and PBV depends on the quality of model interpolation of the estimated impulse response, this may result in erroneous assessment of EF and PBV.
To overcome the problems associated with the Wiener filter, a new parametric deconvolution method was proposed [16] . This method employs specific parametric models that represent the dilution system. As a result, the system identification reduces to finding a few system parameters rather than all the frequency components of the dilution system transfer function. In the parametric deconvolution method, system parameters are estimated without model interpolation of the impulse response; therefore, the estimated system parameters show less variance. This improves the measurement of EF and PBV. In this method, the system parameters are identified by minimizing the squared error between the measured and the estimated output IDC of the dilution system represented by the parametric model. In [16] , a low-pass finite impulse response (FIR) filter is used for denoising the measured IDCs and the system parameters are estimated using an LSE estimator. It is observed that the measured IDCs contain outliers and nonlinearities. LSE is not a robust estimator in the presence of outliers and also the FIR filter is not capable of removing outliers. As a result, the estimated EF and PBV will not be robust and may result in poor estimates.
In order to overcome the problem with LSE estimator, we propose many robust estimators which can take care of outliers present in the IDCs. In this paper, the low-pass FIR filter proposed in [16] for removal of the IDC outliers is replaced by a two stage denoising method. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the modeling of the dilution system is described. In Section 3, different estimators used for system identification are proposed. The denoising methods used and the LA IDC attenuation compensation are discussed in Section 4. A comparison of the proposed estimators using a set of measurements in patients is presented in Section 5. Conclusions and future course of work are discussed in Section 6.
System modeling
For EF measurements, the LV dilution system is described by a mono-compartment model [16] , whose impulse response to a rapid contrast injection is given by an exponential decay signal
where is the time constant of the system and c 0 is the initial contrast concentration at time t = 0. Once the LV dilution system parameters, c 0 and , are estimated, EF is calculated as
where h i and h i+1 are contrast concentrations at two subsequent systole and t is the cardiac period [3] . For PVB measurements, the transpulmonary dilution system between RV and LA is modeled as local density random walk (LDRW) model [16] , with impulse response,
where m is the injected dose of contrast, Q is the flow, is the mean transmit time (MTT) that the contrast takes to cover the distance between the injection and the detection sites after an impulse injection and is a parameter related to the diffusion constant of the system that determines the IDC skewness [9, 8] . Once the LDRW parameters Q, and are estimated, the volume between two sites is given by
Here the flow Q, which corresponds to the CO used in the PBV calculation, is not assessed from dilution system identification, but only the parameter is derived from the LDRW model representation of the dilution system. The flow Q is calculated by echo-Doppler time integration in the aorta [17] .
LV dilution system
(1) Model-1 The LV dilution system transfer function in the Laplace domain is given as
This continuous-time transfer function is mapped into an equivalent discrete-time transfer function using the bilinear transformation as
where T represents the sampling period. The time-domain representation of (6) is given by
where y and x are the output and the input of the system, respectively.
The LV dilution system impulse response h(t) is discretized by sampling at T, which is the sampling period of the input and output IDCs. The discrete-time system and its Z-transform is given by
The time-domain representation of (9) is given as
Both the systems, namely, Model-1 and Model-2, can be represented in a matrix form as
where A is a circulant convolution matrix formed from the input signal x.
Transpulmonary dilution system
Due to the complexity of the Laplace transform of the LDRW model, the impulse response c(t) is simply discretized by sampling it at T, as in the case of Model-2, which is given by
and its matrix representation is given as
System identification
Once the system has been modeled as in Section 2, the problem of system identification reduces to the estimation of system parameters. Direct estimation of the system parameters has two advantages: (1) the EF and PBV are obtained directly as in (2) and (4), without interpolating the system impulse response and (2) the estimated system parameter will have less variance. Since the system parameters are not linearly related to the system input, any non-linear optimization technique such as the Nelder Mead Simplex Method can be used to estimate the system parameters.
The system parameters are obtained by minimizing an error function over the system parameters.
where f is the error function, x is the measured system input, r is the measured output and is the set of system parameters. In this paper, we consider eight estimators corresponding to different error functions for the estimation of EF and PBV.
Let y be the output of the system for an input x. For EF measurements, y is obtained as in (7) or (10) and for PBV measurements y is obtained as in (13) .
(1) Least square error (LSE): This is the most widely used error function, where the squared error between the measured and the estimated output is minimized over system parameters
If the noise is stationary and has a normal distribution, LSE corresponds to the maximum likelihood criterion [18] . However, the measured IDCs are corrupted by non-stationary noise along with non-linearities in the measurements and, therefore, the LSE estimation deviates from the maximum likelihood criterion.
(2) Least absolute deviation (LAD):
Here the sum of the absolute error between the measured and the estimated output is minimized as given by
LAD is more robust to outliers in data than LSE. Since there are many outliers present in the measured IDCs, LAD will be a better choice than LSE for EF and PBV estimation.
(3) Iteratively reweighed least squares (IWLS) In IWLS, the weighted LSE, given in (17) , is solved iteratively:
At each iteration, the weights W(i) are updated based on the residual error, (i) from the previous iteration [19] . Here, we have used a bi-square weight function to update the weights, which is given by
The weights are not used for the first iteration and the algorithm stops when the relative change in the system parameters is less than some fixed constant.
(
4) Huber function regression (HFR):
This acts as an hybrid between LSE and LAD. For an error residue , the Huber function is defined as
With a slight modification to Huber function given in (19) , a new error function, referred to as modified Huber function regression (MHFR), is obtained as
In the modified Huber function regression (MHFR), large errors are given greater weight than in HRF. The system parameters are obtained by minimizing the Huber function.
(5) Iterative reweighed least absolute deviation (IRLAD): A weighted LAD, given in (21) , is solved repeatedly with weights being updated after each iteration based on the residual error:
At each iteration, the weights are updated using a Cauchy's weight function
The iteration is carried out n times and in this paper we have used n = 3.
(6) Total least squares (TLS): Both the measured IDCs (input and output) are subjected to random noise and the error model is given by
where x o and y 0 are the true values of the input and output, respectively, ı and Á are additive noise. The system output, y 0 is given as a function of x o and system parameters, .
The total least squares formulation for system parameter identification [20] is given as
The problem in (27) can be solved using Orthogonal Distance Regression approach [20] . In this method, the number of unknown variables to be estimated is large, as the minimization is done over both and ı. To overcome this problem, the TLS represented in (27) is reformulated, such that the minimization is done over the system parameter only.
Let us consider linear regression with errors in the measurement matrix. The measurement, b is modeled as
where D is the measurement matrix, E is the unknown perturbation matrix (errors in measurement) and Á is the unknown perturbation vector (additive error at output). In TLS approach, we seek the values of x, Á and E such that the perturbations E and Á have minimum L 2 norm with the constraint that (28) is consistent, which is given bŷ
By minimizing (29) with respect to E and Á, the problem can be reformulated as a minimization problem in variable x [21] aŝ
Based on (7) or (10), the TLS formulation given in (30) is applied for estimating the system parameters of the LV dilution system aŝ
where y is the estimated system output, r is the actual measured noisy system output and ˛ is a vector of parameters. For Model-1 and Model-2, ˛ is determined from (7) and (10), respectively, as
Since there are many outliers present in IDCs, L 1 norm is more robust than L 2 norm, so the L 2 norm error, y − r 2 2 in (31) is replaced by L 1 norm error, y − r 1 . This modified formulation is referred to as total least absolute deviation (TLAD)
The system parameters are estimated by minimizing the error functions described above. In this paper, we have used Nelder-Mead simplex method [22] to minimize the error functions. Nelder-Mead simplex method requires initial values of the system parameters to start. In LV dilution system identification, = [c 0 , ] = [0.05, 2] is used as the initial value. MHFR is sensitive to the chosen initial values. Therefore, the system parameter estimated by LAD is used as an initial parameter for the MHFR. In transpulmonary dilution system identification, the initial value used for optimization is, = [ , , a 0 ] = [5, 10, 20] . The initial values, and used in system identification are based on the average values observed in patients. The initial values of other parameters, c 0 , and a 0 are selected empirically.
Pre-processing steps
The measured signal is corrupted by additive noise,
where y is the measured signal, x is the actual signal and Á is the additive noise. In this paper, the noise is removed by a two stage denoising technique. In the first stage, high frequency noise is removed from corrupted IDC using a finite impulse response (FIR) filter or total variation (TV) denoising method. In the second stage, FIR filtered or TV denoised signals are smoothed using a local regression technique called robust locally weighted regression and smoothing scatterplots (Rloess) [23] . Rloess is used here mainly to remove outliers present in the IDC. For FIR filtering, we have used a 5-tap low-pass FIR filter with a normalized cut-off frequency of 0.025 and the normalization is done with respect to the sampling frequency.
Total variation (TV) denoising
TV of a signal is a measure of change between the signal values. For a discrete signal with N samples, TV is defined as
which can also be written as,
where D is the difference operator. Denoising is done by minimizing an objective function with a TV constraint given bŷ
where y is the measured noisy signal,x is the denoised signal and is the regularization parameter which controls the smoothness of the signal. For larger noise levels, larger values of are required. It is difficult to solve the problem presented in (35) because of the nonsmooth part ( Dx 1 ). To overcome this difficulty, we use a dual approach proposed in [24, 21] . The dual formulation of the problem in (35) is given bŷ
where z is an auxiliary variable and z T is its transpose. The dual problem given in (36) can be solved iteratively using gradientbased algorithm and majorization-minimization method [25, 26] . The update equations for x and z at each iteration are given by
where D T is the transpose of D and clip is a clipping function defined below:
x and z are updated iteratively till the relative change in x between the iterations is less than a fixed constant, ı, i.e., x k − x k−1 2 2 < ı (we have used ı = 0.0001).
Robust locally weighted regression and smoothing scatterplots (Rloess)
In Rloess, denoising is done based on the assumption that original signal is smooth. This assumption allows us to use neighborhood points of (x n , y n ) to estimate the denoised signal,ŷ n , and, therefore, the name locally weighted regression. This algorithm is described below.
Let us define a weighting function, W with properties: If l is the half length of the local span window, then the weights are defined as
(1) For each n, find the estimate, ˛(x n ) = [˛0, ˛1, ˛2] of a second order polynomial regression. The ˛(x n )'s are estimated using a weighted least squares fit with weights defined as in (39):
The smoothed or denoised signal value at x n is (x n ,ŷ n ), wherê y n is the fitted regression value given aŝ y n = ˛0 + ˛1x n + ˛2x
where r k (x n ) is independent of the signal y. The estimates,ŷ n are calculated for all n = 1, 2, . . ., N, to obtain a smooth signalŷ. However, this estimate is not robust and is sensitive to outliers. To make this more robust to outliers, the following steps are applied: (2) Let B be a bi-square weight function defined as Let n be the residual error, i.e., n = y n −ŷ n . Then, the robustness weights are defined as
where s is the median of the residual error, .
The new estimateŷ is computed as described in step 1, but with a new weight n w k (x n ) at each (x k , y k ).
(4) Steps 2 and 3 are repeated till the relative change in the estimatedŷ between iterations is less than a fixed value.
The weight function used in step 1 is tri-cubic weights, defined as
LA IDC attenuation compensation
All the measured IDCs are obtained by software Q-Lab® (Philips Healthcare, Andover) for acoustic quantification. The returned data series are given in decibel (dB). However, for application of the indicator dilution theory by system identification, IDCs must be represented as acoustic intensities, since the UCA concentration is linearly proportional to acoustic intensities. Therefore, once the IDCs in dB are denoised, they are converted to acoustic intensities, x i = 10 (x/10) . In fact, due to the multiplicative characteristics of IDC noise [8] , denoising in the logarithmic domain seems a proper choice, resulting in additive noise. The LA IDC measurement, which is used for assessment of both EF and PBV, suffers from nonstationary distortion due to acoustic intensity attenuation by LV contrast dilution. Also, the LA IDC suffers from stationary attenuation due to tissue between the transducer and LA region, the tissue can be seen in Fig. 1 . The compensation for LA IDC is given by [16] I LA (t) =Î LA e 4arf . Î LV max e −4arf
bÎ LAmax
where I LA ,Î LA andÎ LV are the real LA IDC, and the measured LA IDC and LV IDC, respectively. The LA attenuation compensation in (45) is based on the assumption that b, the ratio between I LAmax and I LV max , is equal to one. The parameters a, r and f are the attenuation coefficient of the tissue, the distance between LV and LA ROI and the central frequency of ultrasonic pulses, respectively. As in [16] , the values of these parameters are a = 0.3 dB cm −1 MHz −1 , r = 5 cm, and f = 1.9 MHz. The LA IDC attenuation compensation is divided into two parts, the stationary part given by e 4arf and the non-stationary part, (Î LV max e −4arf /bÎ LAmax ) (I LV (t)/Î LV max . Firstly, the stationary compensation is done, while the non-stationary compensation is done only if the peak LA IDC is larger than the peak of LV IDC after stationary compensation.
Results and discussion
To compare the behavior of the estimators for EF estimation, simulation is performed in the presence of noise. LA IDC is generated using LDRW model curve with = 8. LV IDC is generated with LA IDC as input to the LV dilution model with different values of . The values of used corresponds to EF ranging from 10% to 80% for a heart rate of 90 bpm. For both LA IDC and LV IDC, Gaussian noise is added (SNR = 12 dB), whose variance is proportional to the amplitude of the IDCs [8] . Mean and variance of the estimated for 100 different noise sequences is given in Table 1 . Although the mean value of is almost the same for all the estimators, LAD and TLAD estimators have the least variance of , followed by MHFR and HRF and TLS estimators. LSE has the highest variance among all the estimators.
The performance of LAD and LSE estimators in the estimation of the PBV is compared by simulation in the presence of noise. RV IDC is generated by convolving a rectangular impulse of 1 s that stimulates the injection function and a LDRW model curve ( = 3 and = 5) that stimulates the impulse response between arm and the RV. The RV IDC is then convolved with a LDRW model curve with = 7 and ranging from 2 s to 16 s to generate LA IDCs. The values of considered, covers the entire range measured in patients. For both RV IDC and LA IDC, Gaussian noise is added (SNR = 12 dB), whose variance is proportional to the amplitude of the IDCs [8] . Mean and variance of the estimated for 100 different noise sequences is given in Table 2 . Simulation results show that the variance of the estimated is less in LAD estimator compared to LSE estimator.
To assess the clinical feasibility of these methods, IDCs were measured by a Philips Sonos 5500 scanner (Philips Healthare, Andover), equipped with transthoracic S3 probe, after the injection of a 0.05 mL bolus of SonoVue® UCA (Bracco Suisse, Geneva) diluted in 5 mL of saline (0.9% NaCl) [27] .
The EF estimates of dilution methods are tested using a set of 82 measurements in patients with EF ranging from 10% to 80%. The measurements are compared with biplane echocardiographic assessments after contrast opacification of the LV (an average of three measurements). The use of contrast enhancement allows a better delineation of the endocardial wall, leading to improved accuracy of the biplane method, with reduced intraand inter-observer variabilities of the measurement [28, 29] . The measurements were performed at the Catharina Hospital in Eindhoven, The Netherlands. All the patients provided informed written consent.
Comparisons of different estimators and denoising techniques were done based on 4 parameters:
(1) Mean absolute deviation (MAD) of the difference between EF estimates by the bi-plane method and the dilution method:
(2) Standard deviation (SD) of the difference between EF estimates by the bi-plane method and the dilution method. (3) Correlation coefficient (CC) between EF estimates by the biplane method and the dilution method. Tables 6 and 7 . Even though single stage denoising using Rloess method removes outliers, it performs poorer when compared to the two stage denoising method.
It is well known that LAD is a better estimator than LSE in the presence of outliers. Although denoising removes the main outliers from the IDCs, small residual noise remains which may become significant when the IDC is converted from dB into acoustic intensities, forming new outliers. Therefore, LAD, MHFR, IRLAD and TLAD give better EF estimates. HFR and IRLS, which are robust estimators, perform better than LSE. Comparison of MAD, SD, CC and Bias between Model-1 and Model-2, given in Tables 7 and 8 , respectively, shows that Model-1 performs slightly better than Model-2. Fig. 3 shows the estimates of EF by LSE, LAD and TLAD, plotted against bi-plane method and Fig. 4 shows the Bland-Altman analysis of bi-plane method with LSE, LAD and TLAD dilution methods [30] .
The comparison of different EF measurement techniques shows significant standard deviations (usually of the order of 10-20%) [31] . The echocardiographic biplane method produces an EF underestimation with respect to magnetic resonance measurements (gold standard) [28] . Therefore, the EF overestimation by the model-based dilution methods with respect to the biplane method could effectively result in EF estimates that are closer to the gold standard.
The performance of PBV estimator is tested by using the data of the in-vitro experiment performed in [9] . In the in vitro set up, IDCs were measured before and after a capillary network whose volume is varied from 310 mL to 1080 mL by clamping different tubes. The flow is generated by a calibrated centrifugal pump (Medtronic 550 bioconsole) and an electromagnetic flowmeter embedded in the pump measures the flow. Flows ranging from 1 to 5 L/min were generated, in steps of 1 L/min. The estimated PBV values using LSE and LAD are shown in Fig. 5 . The correlation coefficients with respect to the real volumes are 0.9955 and 0.9961 for LSE and LAD, respectively. The larger volumes (>1000 mL) are slightly underestimated by both the methods. However, volumes larger than 900 mL have never been measured in patients.
PBV estimation using LSE and LAD is performed in 80 of the 82 measurements collected in patients. In two patients, the RV window was not sufficient for IDC measurement. IDCs are denoised using a two stage TV-Rloess denoising. The results are shown in the Bland-Altman plot given in Fig. 6 . The mean difference between LSE and LAD method is 18.6 mL and the standard deviation is 29.6 mL, which correspond to 4.7% and 7.5% of the average volume (average between the estimates of the two methods), respectively. These results confirm the feasibility of the measurements and their consistency across different implementations.
Conclusions and future work
Estimation of EF and PBV using indicator dilution methods is studied, where we have used a parametric system identification technique to calculate EF and PBV. Two system models are proposed for the LV dilution system and one for the transpulmonary dilution system. Analysis of the two models (Model-1 and Model-2) proposed for EF estimation suggests that Model-1 approximates the LV dilution system better than Model-2.
Different estimators are proposed for estimating the LV and transpulmonary dilution system parameters and performance analysis of these estimators in assessing EF and PBV is done. In EF estimation, analysis of the results show that the LAD, HFR, MHFR and IRLS estimators perform better than the conventional LSE estimator. Since all the measured IDCs are corrupted by noise, TLS and TLAD are more suitable for system identification. Results given in Tables 3-7 show that the TLAD method, which accounts for measurement errors in both the input and the output IDCs, together with its robustness to outliers, is best suited for dilution system identification. In PBV estimation, only two estimators, LSE and LAD, are compared. In vitro results show that the LAD performs slightly better than LSE, but the difference is not significant.
The two stage denoising method, namely, TV-Rloess, proposed to denoise IDCs, gives significant improvement over single stage denoising methods, namely, FIR filtering and TV denoising in estimating EF and PBV.
Future work
The proposed dilution systems and the error functions for estimating EF and PBV requires a more extensive validation. EF estimates were compared with the bi-plane method, which is not a gold standard and has to be compared with magnetic resonance imaging method [31] . PBV estimates should be compared with transpolmunary dye or thermodilution measurements.
The values of regularization parameter, and local window length, l used in TV and Rloess denoising methods will effect the estimation of EF and PBV. In this paper, the values of and l are found empirically and the same values are used for denoising all measured IDCs. Future work can also include a method to find the optimal values and l adaptively for each IDC. Finding the values of and l based on the IDC will prevent over or under smoothing of the IDCs and will therefore result in better EF and PBV estimation.
